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ABSTRACT 

High power microwave radiation is used in science, industry, and by the military 

for a variety of purposes including the acceleration of particles in high energy physics, 

heating of plasma particles, radiation treatment of surfaces in manufacturing, and for 

electronic warfare in the military. Among the many sources of high power microwaves, 

the backward wave oscillator (BWO) is one of the oldest devices and has undergone a 

continuous effort to produce higher output power and better efficiency. Motivated by 

recent experimental observations of an improved efficiency in a BWO by either applying a 

nonuniform slow wave structure (SWS) or using a plasma filling in a BWO, this 

dissertation focuses on the combined effects both a nonuniform SWS and plasma filling. 

The particle-in-cell computer simulation conducted in this study revealed the mechanism 

of microwave generation through the interaction of an electron beam and slow wave 

structure, either uniform or nonuniform, with and without the presence of plasma. 

The first result the simulations is that the electrons within the plasma are quickly 

driven out of the device by the interaction with the electron beam, leaving the electron 

beam in the BWO flowing in an ionic background. This resuh is significant since all 

analytical treatments of plasma filled BWOs to date have assumed that the electron beam 

is interacting with the plasma to produce electron plasma waves that, in turn, interact and 

enhance the output power. From the simulations, this could not be the case, since the 

plasma electrons are nearly depleted from plasma by the time power production begins. 



The second major result of this work is that a plasma filled uniform BWO behaves 

differently than and a plasma filled nonuniform BWO. The uniform BWO does show a 

substantial power enhancement when filled with plasma, and the radiation fi-equency is 

upshifted from 9.75 GHz to 9.91 GHz when plasma is introduced. The power in the 

nonuniform BWO is also enhanced by the plasma, but not as much as in the uniform 

BWO. In addition, the nonuniform BWO shows very little fi-equency shifting with plasma 

filling. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Sources of high power microwaves are important to a wide variety of applications 

in science, industry, and the military. ̂ '̂  In science, high power microwaves are used in 

such diverse areas as in high energy physics to create the fields needed to accelerate 

electrons and protons to explore the basic properties of matter, in plasma physics to 

provide diagnostics for determining plasma densities and temperatures as well as to heat 

plasma particles for controlled nuclear fiision, and in atomic and molecular physics to 

explore resonant energy levels in atomic and molecular systems. In industry, microwaves 

are used for radiation treatment of surfaces, for process control inspection, and as a 

secondary means of obtaining UV and soft X-rays fi"om circular accelerators for 

microelectronic lithography. In the military, there is a great interest in high power 

microwave devices for electronic warfare. The Air Force is particularly interested in 

developing devices that could protect aircraft fi"om guided missiles by damaging the 

sensitive electronic controls that guide the missiles." 

Among the various high power microwave sources, the backward wave oscillator, 

or BWO, was the first true high power source in a sense that more than 100 MW of 

power was obtained.^ A BWO consists of a diode, which produces a beam of relativistic 

electrons, a waveguide with a rippled wall structure, which is referred to as a Slow Wave 

Structure (SWS), and an axial magnetic field which guides the electron beam through the 



SWS and into the waveguide wall where the beam is absorbed. The BWO produces 

microwaves through the interaction of the electrons with the fields in the SWS. The 

nature of this interaction will be explained in the second chapter. 

The Traveling Wave Tube (TWT), the BWO's close cousin, was invented by 

Rudolf Kompfher in England in 1942 during the research on Radar in World War 11."̂  The 

BWO interaction, which is related to the TWT interaction, was discovered shortly after 

the war ended. ̂  In August of 1970, John Nation at Cornell University combined a SWS 

with the then emerging pulsed power technology, which could produce high current 

relativistic electron beams, to produce microwaves. In his experiment, a 10 MW 

microwave pulse was produced for 30 ns with a frequency of 7.8 to 9.7 GHz from a 200 

to 500 keV electron beam with a current between 30 to 40 kA.̂  While a 10 MW pulse 

operation does not qualify as a true high power device, which is typically defined as 

producing 100 MW or more,̂  it was the first attempt to combine pulsed power techniques 

with a conventional microwave source. In August of 1973, a group of Soviet scientists 

produced a true high power device, using a device similar to that constructed by John 

Nation.̂  The Soviet experiment produced 400 MW of output power for 10 ns with a 

wavelength of about 3.1 cm. John Nation's group was also able to achieve a high 

microwave power^ of 500 MW with a frequency of about 10 GHz about 6 months after 

the Soviet experiments. 

Even at this early date, about a year and a half after the initial high power result of 

the Soviets, there was an interest in determining what would happen if a plasma was 

introduced into a BWO.̂  In a experiment done by Yu Tkach et al. at the Academy of 



Sciences of the Ukrain, a waveguide with a SWS was filled with a low pressure gas of 

about 10"̂  torr. From previous experiments done by the same Ukrainian group, it was 

known that this gas pressure would produce a plasma density of about 10̂ ^ cm'̂  when a 

high current relativistic electron beam was passed through it.̂  They reported an output 

power on the order of 600 MW with this plasma filling, which was two to three times 

more than the power level they observed in the vacuum case. Since Yu Tkach's 

experiments with plasma filled BWOs in 1975, numerous experiments have been 

conducted with plasma filled BWOs using this method to generate the plasma. 

Yuval Carmel's group at the University of Maryland was one of the first groups to 

directly inject a plasma into a BWO.̂ ^ By directly injecting a plasma, the Maryland group 

was better able to control the background plasma density in a range from 0 to 10 cm' . 

They observed an enhanced efficiency of up to 40% in power production when plasma 

was injected,̂ ^ while microwave power was quenched as the plasma density reached a 

certain critical level." They also observed a tunable frequency shift in the microwave 

radiation which depended upon the background plasma density. 

In the Maryland group's experiments, plasma is injected downstream fi^om the 

electron beam at the end of the waveguide. This arrangement produces a large amount of 

plasma that the microwaves must travel through to be extracted. This additional plasma in 

the waveguide may create problems in extracting the microwave radiation in the device. ̂ ^ 

To get around this problem, an experimental group at the University of New Mexico 

(UNM) proposed placing a plasma source inside the cathode in the diode of the BWO.*̂  

This placement of the plasma source would eliminate plasma flowing into the radiation 



extraction region of the BWO. Experiments with this new geometry are currently in 

progress. 

Another approach to increase the output power involves varying the ripple 

amplitudes and periods in the SWS.̂ "*'̂ ^ The Soviets were again the first to propose 

varying the ripple amplitude. ̂ "̂  The UNM group began experimenting with this 

arrangement in 1994 and observed that the use of a "prebuncher" increased the output 

power by 30%.̂ ^ The UNM group is currently working on including plasma in their 

experiment with a nonuniform SWS to determine if such a combination will increase 

output power even further. 

This dissertation is a computer simulation study of a plasma filled BWO with a 

nonuniform SWS based on a geometry used in the UNM experiment. The purpose of this 

work is two fold. The first purpose is to provide support for the UNM experiment by 

varying experimental parameters, specifically the plasma density, to determine what range 

would produce higher output power. The second purpose is to clarify what is a 

bewildering state of affairs in the theoretical understanding of how plasma filling improves 

performance in a BWO. It should be noted that there are several different theories which 

purport to explain how the plasma interacts with the electron beam and SWS in a 

BWO ^̂ ''̂ ''̂ '̂ '̂20 

In Chapter II, the general theory of BWOs is briefly reviewed and an overview of 

the various theories of plasma filled BWOs is presented. Chapter III focuses on 

simulations of vacuum BWOs, both uniform and nonuniform, with a comparison to the 

UNM experiments to demonstrate the simulations fidelity to the experiments. Chapter IV 



begins with a discussion of plasma filled uniform BWOs and a comparison with the 

Maryland experimental results, and then discusses results of simulations of nonuniform 

plasma filled BWOs. Chapter V summarizes the results of this work, and proposes 

possible fijture projects in the area of simulation of vacuum and plasma filled BWOs. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY OF VACUUM AND PLASMA FILLED 

BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS 

2.1 Theory of Vacuum Backward Wave Oscillators 

A BWO, like many other high power microwave devices, changes the kinetic 

energy of an electron beam into electromagnetic radiation. To understand how this is 

done, first consider an electron beam flowing in space, confined by an axial magnetic field. 

This beam can develop local "clumps" of charges, due to small random variations in the 

charge density, that can produce oscillations within the electron beam. Figure 2.1 

illustrates these oscillations, which can be thought of as oscillations of a mass spring 

system with a natural oscillation frequency that equals the plasma frequency of the 

electron beam, coeb, and that moves with a velocity, Vb. 

Vb 

• • • • • 

< • COeb 

Figure 2.1 Space charge oscillations of an electron beam. 



These oscillations within the beam are known as space charge waves and obey the 

following dispersion relation:̂ ^ 

c o ( k ) = k v , ± % (2.1) 

where k is the wavenumber, Vb is the drift velocity of the electron beam , cOeb is the plasma 

frequency of the electron beam given by 

« . = J ^ . (2.2) 

and Y is the relativistic factor given by 

(2.3) 
V c y 

The "+" in equation 2.1 distinguishes what are known as fast waves, where the "+" sign is 

used, and slow waves, where the "-" sign is used. In equation 2.2, nb is the beam density, 

e is the electronic charge, 8o is the permittivity of free space, and nie is the electronic mass. 

In equation 2.3, c is the speed of light. 

In Figure 2.2, the dispersion relation for space charge waves in an electron beam is 

plotted along with the dispersion relation of electromagnetic wave propagation in a 

waveguide, given by 

0) = c V k N ^ . (2.4) 

In equation 2.4, kc is the cutoff wavenumber given by, 

k c = - , (2.5) 
^0 



where x is the zero of the Bessel function or its derivative and ro is the radius of the 

waveguide. 

Figure 2.2 Plots of dispersion relations of space charge waves and waveguide. 

Note that in Figure 2.2, the space charge wave lines and the waveguide dispersion 

curve never intersect. Without an intersection in these curves, none of the radiation 

produced by the oscillations in the electron beam can propagate and be extracted in the 

waveguide. Another way of looking at this situation is that the phase velocity of the 

space charge waves is less than the speed of light while the phase velocity of the 

waveguide mode is larger than the speed of light. With no match in the velocities, no 

interaction is possible. 



If a ripple is introduced in a waveguide wall, the radius of the waveguide varies 

axially as 

fw = To - fnp sin(hoz) = ro[l - 8, sin(hoz)], (2.6) 

then the waveguide dispersion relation becomes periodiĉ ^ with a period, ho, in k-space, 

which is related to the waveguide ripple length by 

(2.7) 

r 
j^—X, 

Electron Beam 

Slow Wave Structure 

Figure 2.3 Electron beam flowing in a rippled waveguide. 

In equations 2.6 and 2.7, ro is the average waveguide radius, rnp is the ripple ampltiude, Xr 

is the ripple period, 8r is the ratio of the ripple amplitude to the average waveguide radius. 

and ho is the wavenumber related to the ripple period given by equation 2.7. 



The rippled wall structure is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In the Figure 2.3, rb is the 

radius of the thin annular electron beam. 

This periodic waveguide relation is illustrated in Figure 2.4, along with the space 

charge wave dispersion relation. From this plot, it is clear that the space charge waves can 

intersect with rippled waveguide waves, allowing for the extraction of radiation . The 

presence of the ripple reduces the phase velocity of the waveguide allowing the electron 

beam and the waveguide modes to interact. Such a ripple in the waveguide is know as a 

Slow Wave Structure for this reason. 

On Figure 2.4, the TWT interaction and the BWO interaction are marked. A TWT 

interaction with the space charge waves will amplify a periodic disturbance in the electron 

beam, but will not cause background "noise" oscillations to grow. For this reason, a TWT 

is considered an amplifier in the grouping of microwave devices. In the BWO interaction, 

the "noise" oscillations will grow to produce microwaves. A BWO is, therefore, 

categorized as an oscillator since in does not require an input signal. 

Note that the group velocity, which is the slope of the SWS dispersion curve at the 

intersection point, is positive for the TWT and negative for the BWO. A positive group 

velocity implies a wave in which energy is carried in the same direction as the electron 

beam, while a negative group velocity implies a wave whose energy propagates in the 

opposite direction to the electron beam, which is why this interaction is known as a 

Backward Wave Oscillator. 

The dispersion relation for a uniform vacuum SWS can be found numerically by 

setting the determinant of a matrix, D, to zero,̂ ^ 

10 



> k 

Figure 2.4 Plots of space charge wave curves and a SWS curve. 

det(D) = 0, (2.8) 

where the elements of the matrix, D, are 

mn î - a 
( Fc A' 

co-k V 
Jo(rnr,)[^lNo(r„rJ-CJo(r„rJ] 

n ^ b V 

In equation 2.9, Fn is given by 

(2.9) 

F ^ - — - k ^ (2.10) 

Tb is the radius of the annular electron beam, kn is given by 

k„=ko + nho, (2.11) 

11 



with -ho/2 ^ko < ho/2, and a given by 

-A- ''•''' "A 

Ol^ is defined by 

J 1 rexp(i(n- m)s) , 1 rexpn(n-m)S) ,^ , ,, . .« ,^. 
^ - = r J - ^ 4 = ^ ^ J o ( r „ r o ( l + 8,s))ds (2.13) 

were n and m is the row and column number in the matrix, D. A similar expression is used 

for ^^ with the Neuman fijnction. No, replacing the Bessel function, Jo. 

A short comment is in order about the role of the electron beam current in the 

theory. First, the expressions in equations 2.8 through 2.13 were derived assuming an 

infinitely long SWS. In actual experiments, the SWS is usually only a few tens of 

centimeters long. Such a deviation from the idealized infinitely long SWS makes it 

necessary for a minimum amount of current to flow by the SWS before oscillations start. 

This minimum current for oscillations, known as the starting current, is related to the 

length of the SWS (i.e., the longer the SWS, the lower the starting current). Second, as 

the current approaches the space charge limited current, the growth rate of the instability 

begins to fall off. (The space charge limited current is the maximum current that can flow 

in the waveguide before electrostatic forces within the beam disrupt the flow.) A 

reduction in the growth rate of the instability will be accompanied by a reduction in the 

output power. This means that increasing current may decrease the efficiency of the 

BWO.̂ ^ This concludes the discussion on vacuum BWOs. In the next section, several 

theories of plasma filled BWOs will be reviewed. 

12 



2.2 Theories of Plasma Filled Backward Wave Oscillators 

As was stated in Chapter I, numerous theories have been proposed to explain the 

increased efficiency and the frequency tunability of the plasma filled BWO. The salient 

features of these various theories are presented in this section. 

In their papers on plasma filled BWOs, the Maryland group suggested that the 

frequency shifting is due to the development of Trivelpiece-Gould modes. ̂ '̂" These 

modes are generated by filling a waveguide with a plasma. By filling the waveguide, the 

permittivity of free space, 80, is replaced by a tensor,̂ "* 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 1-

0 

0 
CO 

CD 

(2.14) 

With this alteration, a dispersion relation can be derived for a plasma-filled waveguide, and 

is given by 

co(k) = c k' + 
co ^• 

(2.15) 

1-

.th In equation 2.15, x is the root of the n- order Bessel fijnction, with n as the radiation 

mode number, cOp is the plasma frequency, given in equation 2.2 with nb replaced with the 

plasma density np, k is the wavenumber, and co is the oscillation frequency. The primary 

effect of the addition of plasma is to increase the cutoff frequency of the waveguide. 

Since the addition of a ripple in the waveguide causes the waveguide dispersion relation to 

become periodic, as was shown in Figure 2.4 for the case of a vacuum BWO, it is 

13 



reasonable to expect the same thing would occur for the plasma filled waveguide 

dispersion relation in equation 2.15. An experimental group at the University of California 

at Irvine reported observing the low frequency Trivelpiece-Gould modes that lead to the 

upshifting of the frequency.̂ ^ Note that the generation of Trivelpiece-Gould modes 

depends upon the presence of the plasma electrons within the waveguide. 

A.T. Lin at the University of California at Irvine has proposed that the dispersion 

relation in equation 2.15 should be modified in the presence of the effects of the electron 

cyclotron motion in the magnetic field.^^ Lin's hypothesis is based upon the experimental 

observation made by the Maryland group that the interaction efficiency decreased 

dramatically at a particular value of the applied magnetic field. ̂ ^ The Maryland group 

suggested that such a decrease was due to a cyclotron absorption when the radiation 

frequency matched the cyclotron frequency of the electron beam. Lin concludes, through 

the use of computer simulations, that plasma cyclotron waves are excited by the electron 

beam when the beam passes through the plasma. When these waves coincide with a mode 

in the SWS dispersion relation, radiation from these waves can be extracted and contribute 

to the BWO interaction. It should be pointed out that Lin's simulations only ran for about 

200 time steps, which would correspond to less than 10 ns. Since most current BWO 

experiments run much longer than 10 ns, his simulations may not reflect all that can occur 

in an experiment. However, he did observe plasma electrons participating in the 

"bunching" of the electron beam which is necessary for the generation of microwaves. It 

should be noted that Lin's work is also highly dependent on plasma electrons interacting 

14 



with the electron beam. This issue of the importance of the interaction of the plasma 

electrons and the electron beam will be discussed later in Chapter IV. 

Ali et al. have proposed that the frequency shifting and power enhancement seen in 

various plasma filled experiments may be attributed to a ftirther decrease in the group 

velocity of electromagnetic waves due to the presence of plasma. ̂ ^ Ali's theory predicted 

an increase in radiation frequency as well as power enhancement and a critical density at 

which power production is substantially reduced. Unfortunately, the frequency shift is 

predicted to be in the GHz range, not in the 100 MFIz range seen in the Maryland 

experiment. Ali et al.'s theory also depends upon a strong interaction with the electron 

beam and the plasma electrons. 

Finally, Botton and Ron have suggested that counter propagation of 

electromagnetic waves may create a spatial density grating in the plasma electron 

density. ̂ ^ This density grating will, according to their theory, produce a feedback 

mechanism that causes the efficiency enhancement. Since their theory relies upon an 

electron density grating, it, too, is heavily dependent on a beam-plasma electron 

interaction. 

In all the theories outlined above, as well as in the theories not mentioned here, a 

strong interaction between the electron beam and the plasma electrons is assumed. Plasma 

ions are not considered to be important in the interaction because of their mass. In all 

these theories, the role of the ions is to provide a neutralizing background for the plasma. 

Most theoretical treatments of plasmas in fact assume, tacitly in most cases, that the 

background ions are infinitely massive and therefore will not strongly interact with the 

15 



electron beam. As will be seen in Chapter IV, the plasma ion effects may be more 

important in plasma filled BWOs than was previously considered. 

16 



CHAPTER III 

SIMULATION OF VACUUM BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS 

3.1 PIC Computer Codes and MAGIC 

Analytic theory can go only so far in providing information about how a BWO 

works. Developing an analytic theory that would predict the amount of power produced 

by a particular BWO geometry would be a difficult task. An alternative way to predict 

maximum output power is to use Particle-in-cell (PIC) computer simulation. In a PIC 

simulation the space in the device is discretized into a set of grids. Time is also discretized 

so that Maxwell's Equations and the relativistic Equations of motion change from being 

differential Equations to finite difference Equations. This change allows the computer to 

use standard numerical techniques to solve these Equations. The temporal and spatial 

discretization are related through a condition known as the Courant condition,̂ ^ 

The temporal and spatial discretization must obey Equation 3.1 for the code to be stable. 

In addition to discretizing time and space, the individual electrons in the electron beam, 

and plasma particles if any, are clumped into macroparticles, typically representing billions 

of individual elementary particles. 

In a typical simulation, a set of boundary conditions are prescribed along with a set 

of initial conditions. If particles are initially present, the fields from these particles are first 

calculated. The forces on these particles, as well as any particles newly injected into the 

17 



simulation, due to the fields are calculated and the particles are moved through whatever 

distance they would acquire in a time At. The velocity the particle would obtain from the 

forces is calculated as well. The fields from the particles, as well as those of any particles 

newly injected, are then recalculated, and the process is repeated until the simulation is 

terminated. 

PIC codes are characterized as being either one, two or three dimensional, 

depending on how many spatial dimensions are included in the code. MAGIC, which is 

the code used in this work, is classified as a two-and-one-half dimensional code since it 

can simulate two dimensional space, and calculates field and particle information in the 

third dimension. However, no field or kinematic variation is permitted in this third 

dimension. For example, if the simulation is done in cylindrical coordinates, then MAGIC 

does calculate Er, Ez, and Ee, but no variation in the 9 direction is permitted so that 

dE dE dE 
— - —!-, and—- would all be zero. MAGIC can work in either a Cartesian, 
de ' de de 

spherical, or cylindrical coordinate system. More information about MAGIC, and PIC 

codes in general, can be found in References 27 and 28. For this work, a cylindrical 

coordinate system is used. Therefore, with MAGIC in this coordinate system, no variation 

in the theta direction is considered. 
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3.2 Vacuum Uniform BWO Simulation 

The simulations in this dissertation are based upon experiments done at the 

University of New Mexico (UNM) in Albuquerque NM. Figure 3.1 illustrates the device 

used in the experiments, and also indicates which portion of the experiment is being 

simulated. In this experiment, instead of a sinusoidal SWS, each ripple has a trapezoidal 

shape illustrated in Figure 3.2. The entire SWS is assembled by stacking the ripple rings 

together. 

Copper 7*ube 
Lined With 

Graphite Stainless 
Steel 
Bdesh 

Simulated Region 

Figure 3.1 The UNM Experiment. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the geometry used in the simulation as well as the magnetic 

field and electron beam at 2.5 ns into the simulation. Note that the diode region is not 

included in the simulation. The electron beam is injected with an energy that corresponds 

to the applied experimental voltage. The simulated area is 60.0 cm long and has a radius 
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A 
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D 
E 

Amplitude [mm] 
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2.7 
4.5 
5.0 

3.73 

Figure 3.2 UNM SWS shape. 

others. This difference is introduced to simulate the ring structure in the experiment in 

which the last ring is attached to the waveguide in the device and has a slightly sharper 

point. This last ring will be denoted with an asterisk to distinguish it from the other rings. 

For example, the structure in Figure 3.3 is EEEEEEEEEEEE*. The magnetic field 

vectors are not drawn to scale in this Figure, but were included to illustrate the motion of 

the electron beam along the magnetic field. The magnetic field in the simulation is 

prescribed analytically by 

B. 
B = 

1 + Q^^-^^'^ 
B. .(z-zo)/p (3.2) 

Br(r,z) = :d-r 
2p [1 + e'̂ -̂ 'n 

I z-20 ) P 12 • 

This expression was developed from measurements made of the applied magnetic field in 

the UNM experiment and has a divergence of zero (V • B = 0).^^ In the simulation. Bo is 

2.6 T, zo is 24.5 cm, and P is 0.025 m. 
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Cutoff neck 
Slow Wave Structure 
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£ 

Electron Beam 

Figure 3.3 Simulation geometry. 

z [cm] 
Magnetic Field 

In the simulation, the length of the cells in the axial direction in the cutoff neck 

starts out at 2.0 mm, then narrows to 0.5 mm in the SWS, expands back to 2.0 nmi at the 

end of the SWS, and remains a constant 2.0 nmi to the end of the simulation. The length 

of the cells in the radial direction is a constant 0.5 mm. The time step is set to 1.0 ps, 

which satisfies the Courant condition specified in Equation 3.1. The annular electron 

beam has an inner radius of 8.5 mm and an outer radius of 10.0 mm, carries a current of 

3.49 kA, unless otherwise specified, and an energy of 475 keV, unless otherwise 

specified. With this combination of current and energy, the input power is 1.66 GW. 

Figure 3.4 is a series of phase space plots illustrating the development of the 

instability within the electron beam that produces the microwave radiation. At a time of 

2.5 ns, the electron beam flows through the simulation at a constant velocity. At a time 
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of 5 ns, small oscillations in the electron beam are beginning to develop. By a time of 7.5 

ns, a set of "whoris" have developed. These "whoris" in the electron beam are evidence of 

bunching in the electron beam that produce the microwave radiation. 

Figure 3.5 is a series of plots of the axial variation of the electron beam charge 

density. At a time of 2.5 ns, only small variations in the charge density are visible. At a 

time of 5 ns, some small oscillations in the charge density are visible. These oscillations 

grow until 7.5 ns, and the amplitude of oscillations remain the same afterward. This 

growth of the oscillations in the electron beam illustrates the excitation of space charge 

waves within the electron beam. In these plots, the charge density at each point was 

averaged over 9 mm in the forward and reverse direction to reduce the numerical noise 

generated in the simulation. 

Figure 3.6 is a series of contour plots of the electron beam number density. At a 

time of 2.5 ns, no variation in the charge density in the beam is visible. Little change has 

occurred at a time of 5 ns. However, at a time of 7.5 ns, the beam has clearly formed a set 

of eight charge bunches. These bunches remain throughout the remaining 20 ns of the 

simulation. This series of plots illustrates the development of electron beam bunching 

necessary for microwave generation. 
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Figure 3.4 Phase space plot of uniform BWO illustrating development of BWO 
instability. 
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Figure 3.5 Electron beam charge density as a function of axial distance at 
various times for uniform BWO. 
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Contour plots of electron beam particle number density at 
various times illustrating the development of electron beam 
bunching in a uniform BWO. 
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To calculate the output power of the BWO, two methods were used. The first 

involved integrating the Poynting vector, 

ExB 
S = , (3.3) 

over the area at the end of the waveguide, 

P= Jsiida. (3.4) 
waveguide 

end 

In this case, the normal vector, n, is the axial unit vector z. Figure 3.7 is a plot of the 

instantaneous output power calculated in this manner along with the input power. Note 

that, in this figure, the output power is mostly positive which means that little of the 

radiation was reflected at the end of the waveguide. 

The other method used to calculate the output power involved calculation of the 

electromagnetic energy inside a cylindrical volume near the end of the waveguide. The 

time derivative of this energy was then taken to obtain the power, and an FFT of this 

power was taken to obtain a power spectrum. 

The other method used to calculate the output power involves taking an FFT of a 

time history of the output power. MAGIC computes an FFT by first interpolating the time 

history data so that there are N = 2*" points in the time history, m being an integer.̂ ^ The 

FFT is then computed by, 

A, ^a.AtZA^e"""'^^ (3.5) 
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Figure 3.7 Time history of output power and input power. Output power is measured 
by the Poynting vector. 

In Equation 3.5, A^is the transformed data in the frequency domain, Ok introduces a 

factor of 2 for k^Q (i.e., OR = 1 for k = 0 and OR = 2 otherwise) to compensate for 

integration over only positive frequencies, and At is the time step of the interpolation (i.e.. 

At = (thi - tiow)/N with thi and tiow as the upper and lower bound of the time integration, 

respectively).^^ Aj is the time history data at the j — data point, and tj is the corresponding 

value of time at the j - data point (i.e., tj = jAt). The FFT frequencies, fk, are given by fk = 

k/(thi - tiow). These frequencies run from k = 0 to k = N/2 so that the maximum frequency 

that could be calculated would be fmax = l/(2At). This FFT method corresponds 

analytically to the integral. 
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A(f) = 2'jA(t)e-''""dt. (3.6) 
Mow 

Note that, in Equations 3.5 and 3.6, A and A do not have the same dimensional 

units. For example, if A has units of power, A has a unit of the product of power and 

time. To make them agree dimensionally A must be divided by a time. Comparing 

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 to expressions for the expansion coefficients for a Fourier series of 

arbitrary period, it is reasonable to try dividing A by the integration range thi - tiow °̂ If 

an FFT of the Poynting vector data plotted in Figure 3.7 is taken, from 7 ns to 20 ns, and 

each amplitude value is multiplied by 1/(20 - 7 ns) = 77 MHz, a maximum DC (f = 0) 

amplitude of 249 MW, which is the maximum value of the plot, is obtained. Averaging 

the Poynting vector data plotted in Figure 3.7 from 7 ns to 20 ns produces a value of 249 

MW. This suggests that it is possible to extract the average output power from an FFT of 

the time history of output power divided by the integration range. 

An alternate method of calculating the output power would be to first calculate the 

electromagnetic energy in a cylindrical volume near the end of the waveguide. Taking 

the derivative of the energy would produce a power. If an FFT of this power is then 

calculated, and divided by the total simulation time, the power as a function of frequency 

is obtained. If this method is applied to the simulation plotted in Figure 3.7, an output 

power of 258 MW. The 258 MW closely matches the power values obtained from the 

Poynting vector, with the difference attributable to the interpolation done by MAGIC in 

taking the FFT. 
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calculated by taking a standard FFT of Ez near the end of the waveguide. The doubling of 

the frequency in the power calculated by this method is reasonable since this power 

calculation involves the squares of the electric and magnetic fields, from the energy 

calculation. Squaring the electric and magnetic fields changes the e"̂ * temporal 

dependence to ê "̂ \ where co is the radiation frequency in radian per second, consequently 

introduces a factor of 2 into the frequency. In the power spectrums shown in this work, 

this doubling effect has been adjusted for by dividing the frequency obtained in the FFT of 

the output power by 2. 

The advantage in plotting the power using this energy volume method is that it 

displays both the output power and frequency information compactly in one plot. This 

was the method used throughout this work to determine the output power in each BWO 

simulation. 

It is reasonable to ask if the power calculated by this energy volume method 

depends upon the length of the cylindrical volume chosen. To determine if the length of 

the volume had any relationship to the calculated power, a series of simulations were done 

in which the SWS was not changed (for these simulations, a non-uniform SWS with a ring 

structure of AABBBCCCDDCE* was used) but the volume length was varied. The 

results of the simulations are plotted in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Output power as a function of energy volume length. 

The microwave frequency for most points in Figure 3.8, except for the points at 

the lowest power, remained a constant 9.501 GHz. Using this frequency, and the average 

radius of the waveguide, it is possible to calculate the wavelength of the microwaves 

using the waveguide dispersion relation, 

X = 2n 
^27rf^ 

V c J 
' X 

v^w; 

-1/2 

(3.7) 

where f is the radiation frequency, c is the speed of light, x is the Bessel function zero 

which depends on the mode pattern, and Rw is the radius of the waveguide. Assuming 

that the radiation is in a TMoi mode, which would make x = 2.40, then, with a frequency 

of 9.5 GHz shown in Figure 3.10 and the average radius of the waveguide in the SWS of 

17 mm, the corresponding wavelength would be 46 mm. At approximately one-quarter of 

this wavelength, around 12 mm, the power in Figure 3.8 reaches a maximum. For the 

remainder of the paper, the volume length was set at 12 mm. 
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To determine when it would be necessary to increase the volume length, a 

tolerance relation is needed. If Equation 3.7 is solved for the frequency and a derivative 

of this relation with respect to the wavelength is taken, the variation in the frequency with 

respect to the wavelength is obtained, 

Idfh^ld^l. (3.8) 

In Equation 3.8, if f is set to 9.5 GHz, X to 46 mm, and dX to 10 mm, which is the size of 

a few grids in that region of the simulation, then the frequency tolerance, Idf], is about 1 

GHz. This means that, as long as the frequency does not change by more than about 1 

GHz, it will not be necessary to change the length of the energy volume. 

Since the power involves the product of the electric and magnetic fields, the power 

peak should be seen at twice the microwave frequency. In the power spectrum shown in 

this work, this effect has been adjusted for by dividing the frequency obtained in the FFT 

of the output power by 2. After taking the FFT, the power data had to be multiplied by 

the pulse length to produce a dimensionally correct answer. A typical power history, 

using the energy volume method, is shown in Figure 3.9 and the power spectrum is shown 

in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 Power spectrum of uniform BWO. 
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3.3 Vacuum Nonuniform BWO Simulation 

Experiments at UNM demonstrated that using a nonuniform SWS produces 

higher output power in a vacuum BWO.̂ ^ To confirm if the simulation is producing 

meaningful results, it is necessary for the simulation to reproduce some of the 

experimental results. This section describes the work done to test the simulations against 

the UNM experiment. 

Figure 3.11 illustrates the geometry of the BWO simulations with nonuniform 

SWS. The geometry is identical to that described in the first section of this chapter, 

except that the SWS rings are now of varying amplitudes. The ripple period, K, however, 

remains a constant 1.47 cm between the rings of the experiment, or 1.5 cm in the 

simulation. 

CutofT Xeck Slow Wave Structure 

« - ^ 

Electron Beam Magnetic Field 

Figure 3.11 Simulation geometry for a nonuniform BWO. 
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A series of phase space plots for the vacuum BWO are shown in Figure 3.12. At a 

time of 2.5 ns, the electron beam is moving without much velocity modulation, just as in 

the uniform case shown in Figure 3.4. However, at a time of 5 ns, bunching is already 

visible in the phase space plot, in contrast to the uniform BWO which did not show 

bunching until a time of 7.5 ns. The bunching continues to be present throughout the 

remainder of the simulation. This rapid bunching suggests that the growth rate of the 

instability is larger in the nonuniform BWO than in the uniform BWO. 

Figure 3.13 is a plot of the variation in the charge density with axial position. The 

charge density at a time of 2.5 ns remains relatively constant over the 20 cm. However, 

in contrast to the charge density plots of the uniform BWO shown in Figure 3.5, large 

oscillations in the charge density are present at a time of 5 ns. This is due to the fact that 

the growth rate in the nonuniform BWO is larger than that in the uniform BWO. The 

charge density oscillations are also concentrated at the end of the plot, near the 20 cm 

mark on the plots, where the SWS has the largest amplitude. 
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A series of particle number density contour plots for the nonuniform BWO is 

shown in Figure 3.14. Here again, the beam is initially uniform at 2.5 ns, but shows signs 

of bunching earlier than in the uniform BWO. However, there are also fewer charge 

bunches in the nonuniform BWO than was observed in the uniform BWO. These bunches 

are also formed at the end of the SWS where the ripples have a larger amplitude. The 

missing charge bunches near the cutoff neck may provide a clue as to why the nonuniform 

BWO produces a higher output power. In the uniform BWO, the charge bunches near the 

cutoff neck may be absorbing more radiation, produced by the charge bunches closer to 

the end of the SWS, than they are producing. This would reduce the amount of radiation 

extracted by the waveguide and reduce the amount of output power. 

Figure 3.15 is a plot showing the input power and output power, calculated fi"om 

the Poynting vector, as a function of time. The larger growth rate of space charge waves 

for the nonuniform BWO is observed well before 7.5 ns, in contrast to the uniform BWO 

where the power growth begins at 7.5 ns, from Figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.16 is a power spectrum plot of the output power, calculated by the 

energy volume method, as a fijnction of frequency. Comparing this plot with the power 

spectrum of the uniform BWO, shown in Figure 3.10, a slightly lower frequency is 

generated in the nonuniform BWO and a slightly higher power is generated. 
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Figure 3.16 Power spectrum of a nonuniform BWO. 
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Table 3.1 Relative Output Power with different SWS rings. 

Tube Name Tube Configuration Experimental Simulation 
Relative Power Relative Power 

Long Tube AABBBCCCDDCE* 1.0 1.0 

Short Tube #1 CCCDDCE* 0.2 0.25 

Short Tube #2 CCCCDDCE* 0.7 0.29 

Short Tube #3 CCCCCDDCE* 0.5 0.58 

The UNM experiment found that a nonuniform SWS produced more power than 

a uniform structure. Table 3.1 summarizes their data along with simulation results.' In 

this table, different combinations of SWS rings and the output power of each ring 

combination is presented. The power from each ring combination is normalized with 

respect to the output power of the "long tube" non-uniform structure that consisted of a 

"prebuncher" section of rings AABBB. The remainder of the tube consisted of rings 

CCCDDCE*. Experimental power for a long tube was 371 MW, while the simulation 

produced 287 MW for a long tube. To determine if the prebuncher was having the desired 

effect of prebunching the beam, the prebuncher was replaced with a uniform set of C 

rings. Note that non-uniform "long tube" configuration of AABBBCCCDDCE* produced 

the most power in both the simulation and the experiment. 
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Figure 3.17 Output power as a function of input power for simulation and 
experiment. 

Figure 3.17 is a plot of the maximum output power as a function of maximum 

input power for the experiment, with the AABBBCCCDDCE" structure, and the 

simulation with a nonuniform structure AABBBCCCDDCE and a uniform structure 

EEEEEEEEEEEE*. It is shown that the non-uniform BWO does produce more power 

than the uniform BWO. It also illustrates that the simulation does agree fairly well with 

the experiment in maximum output power production. 

Output microwave frequency, in addition to output power, is another important 

characteristic of BWOs. Table 3.2 provides a comparison of the radiation frequencies of 

the UNM experiment with simulations for different sets of ring compositions. From this 

table, it is evident that the simulation does agree fairly well with the experiment when 

comparing the output microwave frequency. 
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Table 3.2 Experimental and simulation frequencies for different tube configurations. 

Tube Configuration Experimental Frequency Simulation Frequency 
± 0.05 GHz ±0.05 GHz 

AABBBCCCDDCE* 9̂ 45 9^5 

CCCDDCE* 9.60 9.68 

CCCCDDCE* 9.50 9 45 

CCCCCDDCE* 9.60 9.45 

From the data presented in this chapter, it is clear that the simulation does 

represent the UNM nonuniform BWO experiment. In the next chapter, the effects of 

introducing a plasma into the waveguide will be explored with the use of MAGIC 

simulation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SIMULATION OF PLASMA FILLED BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS 

4.1 Plasma Filled BWO Simulation Geometry and Parameters 

In the plasma filled simulations carried out in this dissertation, the electron beam 

had a kinetic energy of 475 keV, a radius that extended from 8.5 mm to 10.0 mm, and a 

current of 3.49 kA. The plasma density, np, was expressed in terms of the electron beam 

density, nb, of 9.74 x 10 cm" . The plasma density ranged from 10' of the electron beam 

density, which would make it 9.74 x 10 cm", to 10 times the beam density, which would 

make it 9.74 x 10 cm' . The ion and electron temperatures were assumed to be equal in 

the simulations and were set to 12.5 eV. The temperature was based upon an ion drift 

velocity of 1.0 x 10"* m/s.̂ ^ The ions were assumed to be triply ionized carbon ions, based 

upon measurements of the plasma produced by the source designed by the UNM group. 

The plasma initially extended radially from the symmetric axis of the simulation to the 

inner radius of the electron beam and axially from the left injection boundary, inside the 

cutoff neck, to the end of the SWS. The same number of macropartiles were used to 

represent the plasma in each simulation to keep the noise levels constant between the 

simulations. As in the vacuum simulations, when a particle collides with a boundary 

modeled as a conductor, the particles are assumed to be destroyed and are removed from 

the simulation. 
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Figure 4.1 illustrates this geometry. In this plot, the plasma is shown at t = 0.0 ns 

and the electron beam is from t = 2.5 ns to illustrate the location of the electron beam and 

the plasma in the device. The magnetic field is also illustrated for reference. 

Electron beam 
Cuffoff neck SWS 

rs 

E 

Plasma 

0. 
z |cm| 

30. 

Figure 4.1 Simulation geometry of plasma filled uniform BWO. Electron 
beam is red, the plasma electrons are orange, and the plasma 
ions are blue. 
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4.2 Simulation of Plasma Filled Uniform Backward Wave Oscillator 

4.2.1 Low Plasma Density Simulation 

Figure 4.2 is a series of phase space plots for the uniform plasma filled BWO with 

a density of 0.1 of the beam density. The plasma electrons in this plot, represented in 

orange, can be seen to have a negative velocity in the cutoff neck at 5.0 ns. When these 

electrons collide with the conducting boundary at the beginning of the cutoff neck they are 

destroyed. By 10 ns, there are a few plasma electrons left in the cutoff neck, and the 

plasma electrons in the SWS are strongly interacting with the electron beam. At 15 ns, the 

number of plasma electrons has been reduced. This trend of reduction in the plasma 

electrons continues until, around 40 ns. The ions, shown in blue, are also destroyed in the 

cutoff neck at 15 ns, but by 20 ns little change in the ions phase space distribution is 

observed. The electron beam is clearly forming the "whorls" that represent bunching at 5 

ns. The bunching remains throughout the simulation. 

The positions of the electron beam (red), electron plasma (orange), and ion plasma 

(blue) particles at various times for a plasma density of 0.1 times the beam density are 

plotted in Figure 4.3. Note that, in comparing Figure 4.3 with Figure 4.1, the plasma 

electrons are already depleted from the plasma at a time of 5 ns. By 10.0 ns, ions have 

moved up into the beam and remain there throughout the simulation. Some density 

striation is visible at 20.0 ns, which is reminiscent of Botton's theory.̂ ^ However, these 

density striations are in the ionic density, not the electron density as was suggested by 

Botton. 
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Figure 4.4 is a series of contour plots of the particle number density at various 

times for a plasma density of 0.1 of the beam density. The electron beam as well as the 

plasma is clearly visible for all but at 10 ns and 30 ns. Very little plasma is visible in the 40 

ns and 60 ns plots. The density "clumps" look very similar to those in Figure 3.6, where 

bunching due to the interaction with the SWS in the uniform BWO was observed. 

4.2.2 High Plasma Density Simulation 

Figure 4.5 is a series of phase space plots for plasma density 10.0 times the beam 

density. The electron beam shows spatial oscillations even at 5 ns, something that was not 

occurring when the density was two orders of magnitude smaller, as seen in Figure 4.2. 

The spatial oscillations continue until 40 ns when they taper off. The "whorls" in the 

electron beam are reminiscent of those seen in Lin's simulations in which he claims that 

cyclotron plasma waves enhance the BWO efficiency. ^̂  However, around 40 ns, long 

after the termination of the simulation by Lin, the spatial oscillations begin to subside. The 

plasma electrons remain within the simulated area, in contrast to the lower density case 

shown in Figure 4.2. With an external magnetic field of 2.6 T, the electron cyclotron 

frequency would be 72.8 GHz. This frequency is significantly above the radiation 

frequency observed in the simulation. This means that the interaction observed in the 

1 T 

simulations is not due to a cyclotron resonance as suggested by Lin. 
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Figure 4.6 is a position plot of the beam and plasma particles for a plasma density 

of 10.0 times the beam density. In contrast to the position plot for the lower density 

shown in Figure 4.3, the plasma electrons in this higher density case are not all destroyed 

and remain in the simulation. 

A series of particle number density contour plots for a plasma density of 10.0 times 

the beam density is plotted in Figure 4.7. In this figure, the electron beam is not cleariy 

visible as it was in the lower density case shown in Figure 4.4. 

4.3.3 General Results for Plasma Filled Uniform BWO Simulations 

Figure 4.8 is a time history graph of the number of electron macroparticles for 

three different cases. The first case is with a plasma density equal to the beam density, a 

uniform SWS, and an electron beam. The second case has a plasma with the same density 

as in the first case and an electron beam, but does not have an SWS. Instead, the SWS is 

replaced with a smooth waveguide. In the third case, neither the electron beam nor the 

SWS is present. Only a plasma is included in the third case. Note that is the first two 

cases, the plasma electrons are rapidly depleted from the simulation, while, in the case 

without the electron beam, the plasma electrons decrease very little. In each case, the 

depletion is due to the plasma electrons colliding with the conducting boundary at the left 

side of the simulation boundary. The fact that electrons are not significantly depleted for 

the case with only a plasma in the simulation suggests a numerical instability is not 
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Figure 4.8 Time history of electron macroparticle number with 
and without the electron beam and SWS. 

responsible for the depletion of plasma electrons, but that the interaction with the electron 

beam is indeed the fundamental cause for the observed dynamics. This depletion of the 

plasma electrons has profound ramifications for the analytic theories presented in Chapter 

n. Since each of the theories assumed that beam interaction with the plasma electrons 

creates all the effects seen in the experiments, either the power enhancement is short lived 

along with the plasma electrons, or something else is responsible for the plasma effects in 

BWOs. 
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Figure 4.9 is a graph of the time history of the electron macroparticle number for 

various values of plasma density. From the Figure, as the plasma density increases, the 

depletion rate of plasma electrons decreases. The only case in which plasma electrons 

remain in the simulation area is in the highest density case of the plasma density being 10 

times the beam density. For np=nb, the plasma electron number falls from about 45000 at 

t=0 to about 5000 at 60 ns. These data suggest that, if the plasma effects in the plasma 

50000 

Figure 4.9 Time history of electron macroparticle number for various plasma 
densities. 
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BWO are based upon a beam-plasma electron interaction, then the interaction should be 

relatively short lived for the lower density cases. For the higher density case, the effects 

should be substantially diminished since the plasma electron density also diminishes. 

o 

Figure 4.10 Time history of beam input and microwave output power of 
plasma filled uniform BWO with a plasma density of 0.1 times 
the beam density. 

Figure 4.10 is a time history plot of the input and output power for a plasma 

density of 0.1 times the beam density. Note that the microwave power does not fall off 

substantially. A power spectrum of this case, using the energy volume method mentioned 

in Chapter HI, yields an output power of 1.11 GW. From Chapter HI, the output power of 

the uniform BWO with the same input power is 258 MW. A power enhancement is 

present in Figure 4.10 which can not be due to plasma electrons, since, from Figure 4.9, 

the plasma electrons are severely depleted within 4 ns. This depletion effect is not seen in 
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Figure 4.10. Therefore, some effect other than an interaction with the plasma electrons 

must be responsible for the power enhancement. The only possible source of the 

enhancement is from an interaction between the electron beam and the plasma ions, a 

possibility that has been tacitly ignored in all conventional analytic theories of plasma 

filled BWO. However, the fidelity of the simulations to the plasma filled experiment is 

yet to be established. 
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Figure 4.11 is a time history plot of the Poynting vector power, time averaged 

over the inverse of the microwave frequency for each case, for various values of plasma 

density. This plot shows that the initial growth in the power is delayed by the inclusion of 

plasma. 
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Figure 4.12 Power spectrum for a vacuum uniform BWO and plasma filled 
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Figure 4.12 is a power spectrum plot of a vacuum uniform BWO and a plasma 

filled uniform BWO with a plasma density equal to the beam density. Note that the 

frequency is upshifted by about 150 MHz, just as was observed in the Maryland 

experiment. The output power is also enhanced by nearly a factor of four, which is also 

comparable to the Maryland experiment. 

Figure 4.13 shows the output power as a function of plasma density, where the 

output power is calculated from power spectrums of the energy volume method and the 

plasma density is normalized by the beam density. Significant power enhancement is 

observe with the inclusion of plasma, just as was the case in the Maryland experiments. 
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Figure 4.13 Output power for a plasma filled uniform BWO at various plasma 

densities. 

A critical density observed in this plot corresponds to a plasma density which is equal to 

the beam density. In the Maryland experiment, the critical density was found to be 

2xlO'^ cm" .' ' From their paper, the electron beam density for their experiment was 

5x10^^ cm""'. No error bars were quoted in the paper, so it is not possible to know how 

exact these numbers are, but it is reasonable to say that they are roughly equal, as is 

suggested in the simulations presented here. 

Figure 4.14 is a plot of the microwave radiation frequency as a function of the 

plasma density. From this plot, it is clear that the simulation is also modeling the 

tunablity of the plasma filled BWO. The frequency upshift range of the simulation is 

about 150 MHz, which corresponds well with the Maryland experiment. 
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Table 4.1 compares the frequency upshift, taken as the difference in the plasma 

filled cases from the vacuum value, with the ion plasma frequency for various plasma 

densities. In each case, the ion plasma frequency is roughly comparable to the frequency 

shift to within a factor of 2. The disparity in frequencies for np/nb=2.0 is due to the fact 

that the plasma density has passed into the critical density regime where the beneficial 

effects of the plasma no longer occur. This suggests that the frequency shift may be 

related to the ion plasma frequency and gives further evidence that the plasma effects are 

induced by the ions. 
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Table 4.1 Frequency upshift and ion plasma frequency for various plasma densities, 

np/nb Af [MHz] fpi [MHz] 

01 25 58 

0.5 50 127 

1.0 158 180 

2.0 17 254 

4.3 Simulation of Nonuniform Plasma Filled Backward Wave Oscillators 

4.3.1 Low Plasma Density Simulation 

In this section, the effects of plasma filling on a nonuniform BWO is discussed. 

The geometry used is the same as that used in the second section of Chapter II, in which a 

ring structure of AABBBCCCDDCE* was used. The parameters for the electron beam 

are identical to those stated at the beginning of this chapter. The plasma parameters are 

also identical to those stated at the beginning of this chapter. 

Figure 4.15 shows a series of phase space plot for the plasma filled nonuniform 

BWO with a plasma density of 0.1 of the beam density. Comparing this plot to the plasma 

filled uniform case, shown in Figure 4.2, it is clear that the space charge oscillations begin 

eariier for the nonuniform BWO than for the uniform case, just as in the vacuum 

nonuniform case presented in Chapter III. The plasma electrons are also seen to have a 

larger negative velocity within the cutoff neck region in the nonuniform case, which causes 
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them to collide with the left conducting boundary and be destroyed. The plasma electrons 

also appear to interact with the electron beam early at 5.0 ns. As time progresses, the 

plasma electrons are again depleted until, by 30 ns, none of the plasma electrons remain in 

the phase space. This depletion of the plasma electrons suggest that ion effects are going 

to be important in the plasma filled nonuniform BWO as well. 

In Figure 4.16, a series of positions plots are presented for the beam and plasma 

particles for a plasma density of 0.1 of the electron beam density. By the time of 5 ns, the 

plasma electrons are already depleated from the SWS. At 10 ns, plasma ions have been 

pulled up into the electron beam. A density striation, similar to that suggested by Botton 

but with ions instead of electrons, is seen to form at 15 ns. The grating formed in the 

nonuniform case is more clearly defined than that seen in the uniform case. Plasma 

electron depletion continues throughout the simulation until no plasma electrons are 

visible at a time of 50 ns in the position plots. 

In Figure 4.17, a series of particle number density contour plots are shown. In 

these plots, it is again evident that charge bunching is occurring early for the nonuniform 

case. This early charge bunching indicates that a larger growth rate of the instability is 

present in the nonuniform case than in the uniform case. There are also fewer charge 

bunches, at least initially for the nonuniform case with the charge bunches forming further 

downstream from the cutoff neck. Just as in the vacuum case, the absence of charge 

bunches close to the waveguide may account for the reason why the nonuniform BWO has 

a larger growth rate in the instability, since the charge bundles close to the cutoff neck 
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Figure 4.15 Phase space plot of a plasma filled nonuniform BWO with np =0. Inb. 
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may absorb more radiation than they emit. Later in time, it is more difficult to distinguish 

the charge bunches, especially when compared with the plasma filled uniform case. The 

absence of the distinctive charge bunches may reduce the efficiency of the plasma filled 

nonuniform BWO. 

4.3.2 High Plasma Density Simulation 

A series of phase space plots for a plasma filled nonuniform BWO with a plasma 

density of 10.0 times that of the beam density is shown in Figure 4.18. In these plots, just 

as in the plasma filled uniform BWO with high plasma density shown in Figure 4.5, 

initially the electron beam is observed to interact with the plasma electrons strongly in a 

manner similar to that seen by Lin. This interaction tends to die out at about 30 ns, 

which is 10 ns earlier than was seen in the uniform case. 

In Figure 4.19, a series of position plots of the electron beam and plasma particles 

is shown for a plasma density of 10 times the beam density. These plots look nearly 

identical to those shown in the plasma filled uniform BWO in Figure 4.6. The fact that 

they look neariy identical suggests that the SWS shape is having little effect on the 

dynamics of the system. The particle number density contour plots shown in Figure 4.20 

are similarly indistinguishable from their plasma filled uniform BWO counterparts, which 

further reinforces the notion that the SWS shape is having little effect in this case. 
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4.3.3 General Results for Plasma Filled Nonuniform BWO Simulations 

Figure 4.21 is a plot of the average Poynting vector power, where each case is 

time averaged over the inverse of the individual oscillation frequency, for various plasma 

densities. Note again that the presence of plasma delays the onset of power production 

and that the delay increases as the plasma density increases. 

In Figure 4.22, the output powers for the plasma filled uniform and nonuniform 

BWOs are shown as a function of the plasma density calculated by the energy/volume 

method discussed in Chapter m. From this plot it is clear that the plasma filled 

nonuniform BWO also develops a substantial enhancement in output power. However, 

the plasma filled uniform BWO remains more efficient for most density ranges. 

Figure 4.23 is also a power plot, only the power plotted in this Figure is calculated 

by averaging the Poynting vector from 20 ns to the end of the simulation. This plot also 

indicates that the plasma filled uniform BWO produces more power than the plasma 

filled nonuniform BWO. This lower efficiency in the nonuniform case may be due to the 

smaller number of charge bunches in the nonuniform BWO. With fewer bunches, there 

are fewer opportunities for interactions with the plasma ions to occur. In addition. Figure 

4.23 also shows the expected result that the power in the plasma filled cases converge to 

the power produced in the vacuum cases at low plasma density. 

The charge bunch-ion interaction conjecture is also supported by Figure 4.23, in 

which the output microwave frequency is plotted for various values of the plasma density. 

In this figure, it is evident that the plasma filled nonuniform BWO is not as tunable as the 
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uniform device. This may again be due to fewer charge bunches being available for 

interaction. 
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Figure 4.21 Time history of the average Poynting vector for various 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

In this work, results of computer simulations of plasma filled backward wave 

oscillators (BWOs), with both uniform and nonuniform slow wave structures, have been 

discussed. The first major finding was that an interaction between the electron beam and 

the plasma ions was responsible for the power enhancement and frequency shifting seen in 

plasma filled BWO experiments. This conclusion was drawn based upon the observation 

that the plasma electrons were quickly driven out of the simulated region by the electron 

beam, leaving only the electron beam flowing in an ionic background. This effect 

occurred in the plasma density ranges that produced higher output power and frequency 

shifting. The second major result of this work is that the power enhancement and 

frequency shifting was observed in the plasma filled uniform BWO simulations. However, 

little frequency shifting was observed in the plasma filled nonuniform BWO. The plasma 

filled uniform BWO was also observed to produce more output power than the plasma 

filled nonuniform BWO for the same input parameters over the widest range of plasma 

density. 

After providing a brief historical background, an introduction to the basic theory 

of the BWO along with a review of the several theories attempting to explain plasma 

effects in a plasma filled BWO was presented. Results of simulations of vacuum BWOs 

with uniform and nonuniform slow wave structures were then presented. In these vacuum 
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BWO simulations, a geometry similar to an experiment being done at the University of 

New Mexico was used. These simulation were shown to agree qualitatively with previous 

experimental work done at the University of New Mexico demonstrating the fidelity of the 

simulations to the experiment. 

Results of simulations of plasma filled uniform BWOs were then presented. 

Simulation of the plasma filled uniform BWO were found to reproduce the effects 

observed in the experiments conducted by a group at the University of Maryland. In their 

experiments, the Maryland group observed a substantial increase in the output power 

when plasma was introduced into the BWO. The experiment also found that the radiation 

frequency was upshifted by as much as 200 MHz when plasma was injected. All of these 

effects were observed in the plasma filled uniform BWO simulations. It was also 

observed, only in the plasma simulations, that the plasma electrons were quickly depleted 

from the plasma due to the interaction of the electron beam with the plasma. This plasma 

electron depletion suggests that the efficiency enhancement and frequency shifting must be 

due to an interaction between the electron beam and the plasma ions. 

Results of plasma filled nonuniform BWOs were then presented. From these 

simulations, it is concluded that the uniform plasma filled BWO is generally more efficient 

than the nonuniform plasma filled BWO in output power production. The radiation 

frequency of the plasma filled nonuniform BWO was also not upshifting as much as was 

observed in the plasma filled uniform case. These differences may be due to variation in 

the number of charge bunches that are generated in the devices by the uniform and 

nonuniform slow wave structures. 
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Future work in this area of computer simulation of plasma filled BWOs includes 

continuing to test if the plasma ions are the source of the efficiency enhancement and 

frequency shifting. It was observed that there was some correlation between the 

frequency upshifting in the plasma filled uniform BWO and the ion plasma frequency. If 

such a correlation does exist, then the mass and the charge state of the ions in the plasma 

should affect the amount of upshifting since both quantities affect the ion plasma 

frequency. Finally, testing over a wider range of voltages, currents, and external magnetic 

field is required to determine what effect these factors have upon the beam plasma ion 

interaction. 
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APPENDIX 

MAGIC AND POSTER INPUT CODES 
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MAGIC INPUT CODE 

HEADER DEVICE "UNM BWO SIMULATION";HEADER RUN "Case 14A"; 
HEADER ORGANIZATION "TTU Plasma Lab"; 
HEADER AUTHOR "Douglas Young"; 

CHARACTER dumpname; 
dumpname = "unm 14 A."; 

TERMINATE WARNING; 

! = CONSTANTS — 

pi = 3.14159; e = 1.602e-19;REAL me;me = 9.109e-31;REAL mp;mp = 1.6726e-27; 
REAL kb;kb = 1.3807e-23;REAL c;c = 3.0e8; 

! = CASE SETTINGS — 

INTEGER iscreen?; iscreen? = 0; 
INTEGER plasmajoad?; plasmajoad? = 1; 

INTEGER e_beam?; e;_beam? = 1; 
INTEGER SWS?; ^WS? = 1; 

IF (iscreen? .eq. 1) THEN; 
GRAPHICS SCREEN; 
GRAPHICS COLOR; 
GRAPHICS PAUSE; 

ELSE; 

GRAPHICS NOPAUSE; 

ENDIF; 

INTEGER dump?; 
DEFINE dump? 1; 

OUTPUT DIRECTIONS 
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INITIALIZATION OF GRID 

SYSTEM CYLINDER-THETA; 

REAL lamdar; 
REALko; 
lamdar = 1.5e-2; 
ko = 2.*pi/lamdar; 

zstart = 0.0; 
zneck= 5.0e-2; 
REALlzl; 
REALlz2; 
REALlz3; 
Izl = 1.5e-3; 
lz2 = 4.5e-3; 
lz3 = 3.0e-3; 
c strcstart = zneck + 1.5e-3; 
strcstart = zneck; 
nstrct= 11; 
strcend = strcstart + nstrct*2.*pi/ko; 
c Bend = strcend + 22.0e-3; 
Bend = 0.245; 

REAL LI; 
LI =Bend+1.0e-2; 

nonuniformZ = 1; 

IF (non_uniformZ .eq. 1) THEN; 

dzO= l.Oe-3; 
DEFINE dzl = 0.5e-3; 
DEFINE dz2 = 2.0e-3; 
DEFINE ep = 0.20; 
zend = 0.60; 

INTEGER iOa; 
INTEGER iOb; 
INTEGER il; 
INTEGER i2; 
INTEGER i3; 

REAL LOa; 
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REAL LOb; 
REALL2; 
REALL3; 

iOb = (log(dzl/dzO)/log(l.-ep)); 
LOb = dzO*(l - (1 - ep)**(iOb))/(l. - (1. - ep)); 
LOa = zneck - LOb; 
iOa = LOa/dzO; 

il = Ll/dzl ; 

12 = log(dz2/dzl)/log(ep + 1.) ; 
L2 = dzl*(l - (1 + ep)**(i2))/(l. - (1. + ep)); 

L3 = zend - LI - L2- LOa - LOb; 
i3=L3/dz2+l; 

izend = 2 + iOa + iOb +il +12 + i3; 

XIGRID FUNCTION izend 2 0.0 
iOa dzO LOa 
iOb dzO LOb 
il dzl LI 
i2 dzl L2 
i3dz2L3; 

ELSE; 

dzl = l.Oe-3; 
dzO = dzl; 
dz2 = dzl; 
zend = 0.75; 
izend = 2 + zstart/dzl + zend/dzl; 
XIGRID UNIFORM izend 2 zstart dzl; 

ENDIF; 

nonuniformR = 0; 

drO = 0.5e-3; 
drl=2.0e-3; 

rstart = 0.0; 
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rg;uide= 16.54e-3; 
meek = rguide - 5.01E-3; 
rguide2 = 24.78e-3; 
rinf = rguide2 + 2.0*dr0; 

IF (nonuniformR .eq. 1) THEN; 

ep = 0.20; 

INTEGER irOa; 
INTEGER irOb; 
INTEGER irl; 
INTEGER ir2; 
INTEGER ir3; 

REAL LrOa; 
REAL LrOb; 
REALLrl; 
REAL Lr2; 

LrOa = rguide; 
irOa = LrOa/drO; 

irOb = (log(drl/drO)/log(l.+ ep)) ; 
LrOb = drO*(l - (1 + ep)**(irOb))/(l. - (1. + ep)); 

Lrl= rinf-LrOa-LrOb; 
irl=Lrl/drl; 

irinf=2 + ir0a + ir0b + irl; 

X2GRID FUNCTION irinf 2 0.0 
irOa drO LrOa 
irOb drO LrOb 
irl drl Lrl; 

ELSE; 

drl=0.5e-3; 
irguide = 2 + rguide/drl+ rstart/drl; 
irinf = 2 + rstart/drl+ rinfi'drl; 
X2GRID UNIFORM irinf 2 rstart drl; 

ENDIF; 
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SYMMETRY AXIAL ALIGN 2 2 izend 2; 

! = = = INITILIZATION OF FIELD SOLVER 

dt= l.OOOOle-12; 

ktime = 60.00 le-9/dt; 

kplot = 5.00010e-9/dt; 

kobs = ktime/10000; 

kpstart = kplot; 

FIELDS ALL HI-Q ktime dt; 
c FIELDS ALL BIASED ktime dt 0.05 0.95 0.0 2 1.0 0.60494; 

C MAXWELL HIGH_Q; 
C MODE BOTH; 

! = TIMERS = = = = = = 

TIMER for-plotl PERIODIC INTEGER kpstart 1.0e6 kplot; 

TIMER for-energy PERIODIC INTEGER 0 1.0E6 2 INTEGRATE 2; 

TIMER for-stats PERIODIC INTEGER 0 1.0E6 250; 
STATISTICS for-stats; 

TIMER for-init DISCRETE INTEGER 1; 

TIMER for-end DISCRETE INTEGER ktime; 

ktraj = 5.0001e-9/dt; 
TIMER for-traj PERIODIC 0 1.0e6 ktraj; 

COURANT SEARCH; 
DIAGNOSE COURANT 1 0 0; 

slow-wave structure 
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DEFINE izfree = izend - 39; 
zfree = zend - 39*dz2; 
rhalf = rguide/2.; 

AREA wave-dump 1 RECTANGULAR zfree 0.0 zend rhalf; 
AREA wave-dump2 RECTANGULAR zfree rhalf zend rguide2; 

FREESPACE wave-dump 1 POSITIVE X2 ALL ; 
FREESPACE wave-dump2 POSITIVE X2 ALL ; 
FREESPACE wave-dump 1 NEGATIVE X2 ALL ; 
FREESPACE wave-dump2 NEGATFVE X2 ALL ; 

c FREESPACE wave-dumpl POSITIVE XI ALL ; 
c FREESPACE wave-dump2 NEGATIVE XI ALL ; 

c OUTGOING ALL ANTI-ALIGN izend 2 izend irinf ORDER 9; 

LOOKBACK FIELDS TM 1.14 1.0 ANTI-ALIGN izend 2 izend irinf; 

Bstrcend = strcend + 20.0e-2; 

EOsws = 50.0; c in eV; 
sws_sheath = dt*(2.*E0sws*1.602e-19/(3.*1.673e-27))**0.5; 

IF ( strcstart .ne. zneck) THEN; 
AREA rippleO RECTANGULAR zneck rguide strcstart rinf; 
CONDUCTOR rippleO; 

ENDIF; 
REALlo; 
lo = lamdar; 

Irin =rguide - 5.0e-3; 
unmfD = strcstart; 

Aring = 2.0e-3; 
Bring = 2.8e-3; 
Cring = 4.5e-3; 
Dring = 5.0e-3; 
Ering = 3.73e-3; 

ampl = Aring; ! Standard UNM SWS is AABBBCCCDDCE; 
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amp2 = Aring; ! Average amplitude is 3.68 mm = Ering; 
amp3 = Bring; 
amp4 = Bring; 
amp5 = Bring; 
amp6 = Cring; 
amp7 = Cring; 
amps = Cring; 
amp9 = Dring; 
amp 10 = Dring; 
amp 11 = Cring; 
amp 12 = Cring; ! The last ring is ALWAYS Ering; 

! since it is machined into the waveguide; 
C amp 12 = Ering; ! The last ring is ALWAYS Ering; 

! since it is machined into the waveguide; 

IF (SWS? eq. 1) THEN; 
DOi 1 nstrct 1; 

j = i - i ; 

unma'i'= unmf j ' ; 

unmb'i' = unma'i' + Izl; 

unmc'i' = unmb'i' + lz2; 

unmd'i' = unmc'i' + lz3; 

unme'i' = unmdl' + lz2; 

unmfi' = unme'i' + Izl; 

rampout = rguide; 
rampin'i' = rguide - amp'i'; 
rampout'i' = rguide; 

AREA unmsws'i' POLYGONAL 
unma'i' rguide unmb'i' rguide unmc'i' rampin'i 
unmd'i' rampin'i' unme'i' rguide unmfi' rguide 
unmfi' rinf unma'i' rinf unma'i' rguide; 

CONDUCTOR unmsws'i'; 
ENDDO; 

zstrctend = unmf nstrct' + Izl; 
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zwavel = zstrctend + 6.0e-3; 

wavezendl = unmf nstrct' + 0.762e-3; 
wave_zend2 = wave_zendl + 6.22e-3; 
wave_zend3 = wave_zend2 + 1.02e-3; 
wave_zend4 = wave_zend3 + 19.95e-3; 

c waverend = rguide - Cring; 
waverend = rguide - Ering; 
rwavedr = rinf- 2*drl; 

! More like experiment; 

AREA waveend POLYGONAL unmf nstrct' rguide wavezendl rguide 
wave_zend2 waverend wave_zend3 waverend wave_zend4 rwavedr 
zend rwavedr zend rinf unmf nstrct' rinf unmf nstrct* rguide; 

CONDUCTOR waveend; 

! Straight Drop into waveguide; 

c AREA waveend POLYGONAL unmf nstrct' rguide unmf nstrct' rguide2 
zend rguide2 zend rinf unmf nstrct' rinf unmf nstrct' rguide; 

c CONDUCTOR wave_end; 
ELSE; 

zstrctend = strcstart + 12.*lo; 
rwavedr = rinf- 2*drl; 
AREA unmsws POLYGONAL strcstart rguide zstrctend rguide 

zstrctend rguide2 zend rguide2 zend rinf strcstart rinf strcstart rguide ; 
CONDUCTOR unmsws; 

ENDIF; 

I = e-beam emitter ~ : 

c AREA emitter POLYGONAL 0.0 0.0 0.0 meek zneck meek zneck rguide 0.0 rguide; 

emitjhick = 2*dz0; 

AREA emitter POLYGONAL 0.0 0.0 emitjhick 0.0 emitjhick meek zneck meek zneck 
rinf 0.0 rinf 

0.0 0.0; 
CONDUCTOR emitter; 
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LORENTZ SPECIES ELECTRON TIMING 1 RELATFVISTIC THREE_D; 

C KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 

REAL Imax; 

Trise=1.0e-9; 
Vmax = 475.Oe3; 
Imax = 3.49e3; 

c FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*(l.-exp(-t/Trise)); 
FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*(step(Trise,t)*t/Trise + step(t,Trise)); 

C FUNCTION Vext(t) = Vmax*t/(ktime*dt); 

FUNCTIONgamma(t)= 1 +(1.602e-19)*(Vext(t))/((9.109e-31)*(3.0e8)**2); 

FUNCTION gv(t) = gamma(t)*sqrt(l. - ( (me*c**2)/(e*Vext(t) + me*c**2) )**2)*c; 

rbeaml = lO.Oe-3; rbeam2 = 0.85e-2; 

rbeam = (rbeaml + rbeam2)/2; 
drbeam = rbeaml - rbeam2; 
irbeaml = rbeaml/drl+2; irbeam2 = rbeam2/drl+ 2; 

FUNCTION emiton(x2) = step(rbeaml,x2)*(step(rbeaml,x2) - STEP(rbeam2,x2)); 
c FUNCTION catl(t,xl,x2,En) = 1.0*(17.1e3)*emiton(x2)*( (gamma(t)**(2/3)-
1.0)**(3/2) 
)/((1.0+2.0*(log((rguide-Dring)/rbeam)))*pi*(rbeaml**2 - rbeam2**2)); 

FUNCTION catl(t,xl,x2,En) = (Imax)*(step(Trise,t)*t/Trise + 
step(t,Trise))/(pi'^(rbeaml**2 - rbeam2**2)); 

FUNCTION sheath(t) = gv(t)*dt/gamma(t); 

IF (e_beam? .eq. 1) THEN; 

EMISSION ebeam ELECTRON 1 1 BEAM catl GAMMAV gv SPACING 
RANDOM sheath RANDOM; 

EMIT ebeam emitter; 

exclude_end = zneck + dzO; 
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AREA noebeaml RECTANGULAR 0.0 0.0 exclude_end rbeam2; 
EXCLUDE ebeam no_ebeaml; 
AREA no_ebeam2 RECTANGULAR 0.0 rbeaml exclude_end rinf; 
EXCLUDE ebeam no_ebeam2; 

ENDIF: 

Extemal Magnetic Field 

DEFINE Bmax 2.6; 
REAL Bn; 
DEFINE Bn 0.025: 

FUNCTION Bzext(z,r) = (Bmax)/(1. + exp( (z - Bend)/Bn )); 
FUNCTION Brext(z,r) = ^max)*(r/2.)*(exp( (z - Bend)/Bn )/Bn)/( 1. + exp(z-
Bend))**2; 

PRESET BIRD FUNCTION Bzext; 
PRESET B2RD FUNCTION Brext; 

zvector = Bend + 5.0e-2; 

VECTOR for-init FIELD Bird B2rd 
AXIS X 0.0 zvector AXIS Y 0.0 rinf 
WINDOW XI 0.0 zvector WINDOW X2 0.0 rinf 
NUMBER 40 10; 

c VECTOR for-init FIELD Bird B2rd BOUNDARY yes 
AXIS X 0.0 LI AXIS Y 0.0 rguide 
WINDOW XI 0.0 LI WINDOW X2 0.0 rguide 
NUMBER 40 10; 

c VECTOR for-init FIELD Bird B2rd BOUNDARY yes 
AXIS X 0.0 0.5 AXIS Y 0.0 rguide SCALE LOG 100 
WINDOW XI 0.0 0.5 WINDOW X2 0.0 rguide 
NUMBER 40 10; 

c VECTOR for-init FIELD Bird B2rd BOUNDARY yes 
AXIS X 0.0 0.3 AXIS Y 0.0 rguide SCALE LOG 100 
WINDOW XI 0.0 0.3 WINDOW X2 0.0 rguide 
NUMBER 40 10; 

PLASMA FILLING 
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vbo = (3.0e8)*(l. - (gamma(5.0e-9))**(-2))**(.5); 
rplasma = rbeam2; 

zplasma = Bend; 
FUNCTION rho_plasma(xl,x2) = (0.1)*(catl(5.0e-9,0.0,rbeam,1.0)/vbo);! in C/m'̂ 2; 

vp_parellel= 1.0e5; 
vpj3erp= 1.0e4; 
Tp = (12.*mp*vp_perp**2)/kb; 

CONTINUITY CONSERVED; 
c CURRENTS LCC NO NO 0.0 1.0; 

c CURRENTS LCC YES YES 1.0 1.0 1.0; 

DEFINE Debye = 69.0*(e*Tp/rhoj)lasma(20.0e-2,5.0e-3))**(0.5); 
DEFINE fdebye = Debye/(1.0*dzl); 

c CURRENTS SUPERDEBYE fdebye; 

FUNCTION vz_plasma_ele(z,r) = GAUSSIAN(0.0,kb*Tp/me); 
FUNCTION vi_plasma_ele(z,r) = GAUSSL\N(0.0,kb*Tp/me); 
FUNCTION vz_plasmaJon(z,r) = GAUSSL\N(0.0,kb*Tp/(12.*mp)); 
FUNCTION vi_plasmajon (z,r) = GAUSSIAN(0.0,kb*Tp/(12.*mp)); 

inum_plasma_ele = 6; 
inumj)lasma ion= 1; // 

DO i 1 inum_plasma ion 1; 

DEFINE xifrac'i' = RANDOM; 
DEFINE yifrac'i' = RANDOM; 

ENDDO; 

DO i 1 inum_plasma_ele 1; 

DEFINE xefrac'i' = RANDOM; 
DEFINE yefrac'i' = RANDOM; 

ENDDO; 

IF (plasmajoad? .eq. 1) THEN; 
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SPECIES Cion+3.0 12.0; 
SPECIES plasma_ele -1.0 5.4447e-4; 

LORENTZ SPECIES Cion TIMING 1 NON_RELATrvaSTIC THREE_D; 
LORENTZ SPECIES plasma_ele TIMING 1 RELATFV^STIC THREE_D; 

C KINEMATICS Cion 1 YES NO YES EM 1 1; 
C KINEMATICS plasma_ele 1 YES YES YES EM 1 1; 

POPULATE DENSITY Cion inumj)lasma ion REAL 0.0 zplasma 0.0 rplasma 
rhoj)lasma xifracl yifracl vzjjlasma ion vi_plasma ion vij)lasma ion; 

POPULATE DENSITY plasma_ele inum_plasma_ele REAL 0.0 zplasma 0.0 
rplasma 

rho jDlasma xefracl yefracl vzj)lasma_ele vi j)lasma_ele vij)lasma_ele 
rho j)lasma xefrac2 yefrac2 vzj)lasma_ele vi j)lasma_ele vi jjlasmaele 
rho j)lasma xefrac3 yefrac3 vzj)lasma_ele vi jjlasmaele vi j)lasma_ele 
rho j)lasma xefrac4 yefrac4 vzj)lasma_ele vi j)lasma_ele vi j)lasma_ele 
rho j)lasma xefrac5 yefrac5 vzjjlasmaele vi j)lasma_ele vi jjlasmaele 
rho jjlasma xefrac6 yefrac6 vzj)lasma_ele vij)lasma_ele vi j)lasma_ele; 

POISSON plasma_fieldjnt 2 emiter 0.0 wave_end 0.0; 
PRESET El POISSON plasma_fieldjnt; 
PRESET E2 POISSON plasma_fieldjnt; 
PRESET Dl POISSON plasma_fieldjnt; 
PRESET D2 POISSON plasma_fieldjnt; 

PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI PI SPECIES plasma_ele; 
PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI PI SPECIES Cion; 
PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI X2 SPECIES plasma_ele; 
PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI X2 SPECIES Cion; 

ENDIF; 

MEASUREMENTS 

DEFINE izfield = izfree - 45; 
DEFINE zfield = (izfree-2)*dzl ; 

LINE partcross STRAIGHT zfield 0.0 zfield rinf; 
FLUX partcross POSITIVE for-energy ALL ; 
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OBSERVE FLUX partcross MACRO-PARTICLES INTERVAL kobs; 

LINE field-line STRAIGHT zfield 00.0 zfield rinf; 
OBSERVE FIELD El field-line FFT MAGNITUDE WINDOW FREQUENCY 0.0 
100.0E9 INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE FIELD El field-line FFT MAGNITUDE WINDOW FREQUENCY 0.0 
50.0E9 
INTERVAL kobs; 

RANGE for-plotl 1 FIELD QO REAL 0.0 rbeam strcend rbeam; 

RANGE for-plotl 1 FIELD El REAL 0.0 O.le-2 35.0e-2 O.le-2 1; 

RANGE for-plotl 1 FIELD El REAL zfield 0.0 zfield rinf 1; 
RANGE for-plotl 1 FIELD E2 REAL zfield 0.0 zfield rinf 1; 

c zkstart = LOa + LOb + LI + L2; 
c zkend = zfree; 
c RANGE for-plotl 5 FIELD El REAL zkstart 0.0 zkend 0.0 1; 

OBSERVE POYNTING ALL field-line NEGATIVE INTERVAL kobs; 

TIMER for-cmt PERIODIC 0 1.0e6 2 INTEGRATE 2; 
currentmeasure = zneck/4.0; 
LINE current line STRAIGHT currentmeasure 0.0 currentmeasure meek; 
FLUX currentJine POSITIVE for-cmt ELECTRON ; 
OBSERVE FLUX current Jine CURRENT INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE FLUX current_line PARTICLE-ENERGY; 
OBSERVE FLUX current Jine CHARGE-DENSITY; 

C RANGE for-plotl 1 FLUX elecmt_align CURRENT; 

C FLUX elecmt_anti for-cmt ELECTRON INDICES ANTI-ALIGN REAL dzO 0.0 dzO 
meek; 
C RANGE for-plotl 1 FLUX elecmt_anti CURRENT; 

RANGE for-plotl 1 PARTICLE CURRENT ELECTRON XI; 
RANGE for-plotl 1 PARTICLE KEV ELECTRON XI ; 

DISPLAY; 

DISPLAY REAL 0.0 zneck 0.0 meek; 

REAL lamdaO; 
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lamdaO = strcstart; 
ndisplay = nstrct + 2; 
DOi 1 ndisplay 1; 

REAL lamda'i'; 
lamda'i' = lamda'j' + lamdar; 
DISPLAY REAL lamda'j' lamda'i' 0.0 rinf; 

ENDDO; 

ndisplay = nstrct- 1; 
12display = nstrct + 2; 
DISPLAY REAL lamda'i 1 display' lamda'12display' 0.0 rinf; 

zphasest = zneck/2; 

PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI PI SPECIES ELECTRON; 
PHASESPACE for-plotl AXES XI X2 AXIS X 0.0 zend AXIS Y 0.0 rinf 

SPECIES ELECTRON; 

tag = 0.1*0.22/7; 
TAGGING tag; 
ktrjstep= l.Oe-9/dt; 
ktrjdump = ktrjstep + dt; 
ztrjend = Bend + lO.Oe-2; 
C TRAJECTORY ktrjdump for-plotl ktrjstep ELECTRON 0.0 ztrjend 0.0 riinf; 

c izcontour = iOa+iOb+il;'̂  

CONTOUR for-plotl FIELD QO 2 izend 2 irinf; 
CONTOUR for-plotl FIELD El 2 izend 2 irinf; 
CONTOUR for-plotl FIELD E2 2 izend 2 irinf; 

zenergy = zfield - 12.0e-3; 

AREA energyarea RECTANGULAR zenergy 0.0 zfield rinf; 

ENERGY for-energy energyarea; 
OBSERVE ENERGY EM 0 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE ENERGY EM 0 0 INTERVAL kobs FFT MAGNITUDEONLY WINDOW 
FREQUENCY 0.0 30.0E9; 
OBSERVE ENERGY SURVIVING ALL 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE ENERGY GAINED ALL 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
C OBSERVE ENERGY EDOTJ ALL 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
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OBSERVE ENERGY TOTAL 0 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE ENERGY RESIDUAL 0 1 INTERVAL kobs; 
OBSERVE ENERGY RATIO 0 1 INTERVAL kobs; 

IF (dump? eq. 1) THEN; 
DUMP NAME 'dumpname'; 
DUMP FORMAT BINARY; 
c DUMP FORMAT ASCII; 
DUMP TYPE OBSERVE; 
DUMP TYPE PHASESPACE; 
c DUMP TYPE TRAJECTORY; 
DUMP TYPE VECTOR; 
DUMP TYPE GRID; 
DUMP TYPE CONTOUR; 
DUMP TYPE RANGE; 
DUMP TYPE BOUNDARY; 

ENDIF; 

start; 

stop; 
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POSTER INPUT CODE 

UNMBWO.PST: BWO Poster Input File 2/9/98 

iscreen = 0; 
CHARACTER input_file; 

input_file= "unmllg"; 

CHARACTER plotpage; 
IF (iscreen .eq. 0) THEN; 

OUTPUT METAFILE 'input_file'.eps; 
plotpage = "auto4"; 
pointsize = 0.2; 
c NOECHO; 

ELSE; 
OUTPUT SCREEN; 
OUTPUT COLOR; 
OUTPUT PAUSE; 
plotpage = "screenj)lot"; 
pointsize = 0.2; 

ENDIF; 

OPEN 'input_file'.; 
SCAN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

iphasespace = 0; 
icontour? = 0; 
irange? = 0; 
ifft? = 0; 

PAGE DEFESfE screenj)lot 11.5 9.5 4 1.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 0.125 
6.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 0.125 
1.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 0.125 
6.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 0.125; 

LABEL 1 HEADERl "BWO WITH UNM SWS CASE 'input_file'"; 
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COLOR DARKRED 1.0 1.0 0.5; 
COLOR DARKBLUE 3.0 1.0 0.5; 
COLOR DARKGREEN 2.0 1.0 0.5; 
COLOR ORANGE 1.25 0.9 1.0; 

c tplotl = 
c tplot2 = 
c tplot3 = 
0 tplot4 = 
c tplot5 = 
c tplot6 = 
c tplot7 = 
c tplotS = 
c tplot9 = 
c tplotlO 
c tplotl 1 
c tplotl 2 

0.50000e-8; 
O.lOOOOe-7; 
0.15000e-7; 
0.20000e-7; 
0.25000e-7; 
0.30000e-7; 
0.35000e-7; 
0.40000e-7; 
0.45000e-7; 
= 0.50000e-7; 
= 0.55001e-7; 
= 0.60001e-7; 

tplotl 
tplot2 
tplot3 
tplot4 
tplotS 
tplot6 
tplot7 
tplotS 

0.50000e-8 
O.lOOOOe-7 
0.15000e-7 
0.20000e-7 
0.30000e-7 
0.40000e-7 
0.50000e-7 
0.6000 le-7 

inumplot = 8; 

Npsplot = 8; 

DOi 1 inumplot 1; 
tpsplot'i' = tplot'i'; 

ENDDO; 

C tpsplot2 
C tpsplot3 
C tpsplot4 
C tpsplot5 
C tpsplot6 
C tpsplot7 
C tpsplot8 

tplot2; 
tplot3; 
tplot4; 
tplot5; 
tplot6; 
tplot7; 
tplot8; 
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tend = 0.20000e-7; 
c tend = 0.17425e-7; 

iobs= 1; 

NOECHO; 

Phase Space and Position Plots 
DRAW END; 
IF (iphasespace .eq. 1) THEN; 

kplot 1 = 0; 
DOj 1 Npsplot 1; 

kplotl =kplotl + 1; 

CLEAR WORKl; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
IF (j .LT. 7) THEN; 

READ •input_file'. PHASESPACE WORKl PLASMA_ELE-#1 tpsplot'j'; 
ENDIF; 

READ 'input_file'. PHASESPACE W0RK2 CI0N-#2 tpsplot'j'; 
READ 'input_file'. PHASESPACE W0RK3 ELECTR0N-#5 tpsplot'j'; 

LABEL 1 TITLE3 "Phasespace Plot"; 
plottime = tplot'j'; 
LABEL kplotl TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplotl XLABEL "z [m]"; 
LABEL kplotl YLABEL "pz [m/s]"; 

PLOT kplotl TYPE PHASESPACE; 
PLOT kplotl AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
PLOT kplotl AXIS y -1.0e9 1.0e9; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplotl; 
CURVE kplotl MARKER 1 1 0.1; 
DRAW CURVE kplotl W0RK3 DARKRED; 
CURVE kplotl MT^RKER 1 1 0.1; 
DRAW CURVE kplotl WORKl DARKGREEN; 
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CURVE kplotl MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
DRAW CURVE kplotl W0RK2 DARKBLUE; 

CLEAR W0RK3; 

IF (kplotl .eq. 4) THEN; 
kplotl = 0; 

DRAW END; 
ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END; 

C L O S E 'input.file'.; 
O P E N 'input_file'. ; 
R E A D 'input_file'. GRID; 

kplot2 = 0; 
DOj 1 Npsplot 1; 

kplot2 = kplot2+l; 

CLEAR WORKl; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 
CLEAR WORK3; 

IF (j .LT. 7) THEN; 
READ 'input_file'. PHASESPACE WORKl PLASMA_ELE-#3 tpsplot'j'; 

ENDIF; 

READ 'input_file'. PHASESPACE W0RK2 CI0N-#4 tpsplot'j'; 
READ 'input_file'. PHASESPACE W0RK3 ELECTR0N-#6 tpsplot'j'; 

LABEL kplot2 TITLE3 "Trajectory Plot"; 
plottime = tplot'j'; 
LABEL kplot2 TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot2 TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL kplot2 XLABEL "z [m]"; 
LABEL kplot2 YLABEL "r [m]"; 

PLOT kplot2 TYPE PHASESPACE; 
PLOT kplot2 AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
PLOT kplot2 AXIS y 0.0 18.0e-3; 
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DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot2; 
CURVE kplot2 MARKER 1 1 0.1; 
DRAW CURVE kplot2 W0RK3 DARKRED; 
CURVE kplotl MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
DRAW CURVE kplot2 W0RK2 DARKBLUE; 
CURVE kplotl MARKER 1 1 0.1; 
DRAW CURVE kplot2 WORKl DARKGREEN; 

PLOT kplot2 AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
PLOT kplot2 AXIS y 0.0 18.0e-3; 
PLOT kplot2 NUMBER Y OFF; 
DRAW BOUNDARY kplot2 CONDUCTOR; 

IF (kplot2 eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot2 = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END; 

CLOSE 'input_file'.; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

CONTOUR Plots 
ENDIF; 
IF (icontour? eq. 1) THEN; 

c tcontourl = 0.50000e-8 
c tcontour2 = 0. lOOOOe-7 
c tcontour3 = 0.15000e-7 
c tcontour4 = 0.20000e-7 

kplot = 0; 

DO i 1 inumplot 1; 

tcontour'i' = tplot'i'; 

kplot = kplot + 1; 
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CLEAR WORKl; 
READ •input_file'. CONTOUR WORKl Q0-#1 tcontour'i'; 

LABEL kplot TITLE3 "Charge Density along e-beam"; 
plottime = tcontour'i'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "z [m]"; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "r [m]"; 

PLOT kplot TYPE CONTOUR; 
PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
PLOT kplot AXIS Y 0.0 2.0E-2; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
C CURVE kplot MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
SOLIDFILL SOLID; 
DRAW CONTOUR kplot WORKl NOLEGEND; 

CLEAR WORKl; 

IF (kplot .eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END; 
ENDIF; 

I — = = = ELECTRON BEAM INFORMATION 

rangeave = 8.0e-3; 

IF (irange? .eq. 1) THEN; 

ctrangel =0.50000e-8; 
ctrange2 = 0.10000e-7; 
ctrange3=0.15000e-7; 
c trange4 = 0.20000e-7; 

kplot = 0; 

DO i 1 inumplot 1; 
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I 

trange'i' = tplot'i'; 

kplot = kplot + 1; 
CLEAR WORKl; 
READ 'input_file'. RANGE WORKl trange'i'; 

AVERAGE WORKl W0RK2 range_ave; 

LABEL kplot TITLE3 "Charge Density along e-beam"; 
plottime = trange'i'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "z [m]"; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "rho [C/m'̂ 2]"; 

PLOT kplot TYPE RANGE ; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS Y 0.0 2.0E-2; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
C CURVE kplot MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
CURVE kplot CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE kplot W0RK2; 

CLEAR WORKl; 
CLEAR W0RIC2; 

IF (kplot eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END: 

CLOSE 'input_file'. ; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

kplot = 0; 

DO i 1 inumplot 1; 
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kplot = kplot + 1; 
DOj 16 1; 

CLEAR WORKl; 
READ 'input_file'. RANGE WORKl trange'i'; 

ENDDO; 

AVERAGE WORKl W0RK2 range_ave; 

LABEL kplot TITLE3 "Energy in e-beam "; 
plottime = trange'i'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "z [m]"; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "K [keV]"; 

PLOT kplot TYPE RANGE ; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 0.3; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS Y 0.0 2.0E-2; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
C CURVE kplot MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
CURVE kplot CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE kplot W0RK2; 
CLEAR WORKl; 

IF (kplot .eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END: 

CLOSE 'input_file'. ; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

kplot = 0; 

DO i 1 inumplot 1; 
kplot = kplot + I; 
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DOj 13 1; 
CLEAR WORKl; 
READ 'input_file'. RANGE WORKl trange'i'; 

ENDDO; 

C AVERAGE WORKl W0RK2 4.0E-3; 

LABEL kplot TITLE3 "Ez Along end of Waveguide "; 
plottime = trange'i'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "r [m]"; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "E [V/m]"; 

PLOT kplot TYPE RANGE ; 
PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 25.0e-3; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS Y 0.0 2.0E-2; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
C CURVE kplot MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
CURVE kplot CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE kplot WORKl; 

CLEAR WORKl; 

IF (kplot eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END; 

CLOSE 'input_file'. ; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file' GRID; 

kplot = 0; 

DO i 1 inumplot 1; 
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kplot = kplot + 1; 
DOj 14 1; 

CLEAR WORKl; 
READ 'input_file'. RANGE WORKl trange'i'; 

ENDDO; 

C AVERAGE WORKl W0RK2 4.0E-3; 

LABEL kplot TITLE3 "Er Along end of Waveguide "; 
plottime = trange'i'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 "at t = 'plottime' s"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "r [m]"; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "E [V/m]"; 

PLOT kplot TYPE RANGE ; 
PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 25.0e-3; 
C PLOT kplot AXIS Y 0.0 2.0E-2; 

DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
C CURVE kplot MARKER 1 1 0.2; 
CURVE kplot CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE kplot WORKl; 

CLEAR WORKl; 

IF (kplot .eq. 4) THEN; 
kplot = 0; 
DRAW END; 

ENDIF; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END: 

ENDIF; 

CLOSE 'inputfile'. ; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ •input_file'. GRID; 

Microwave Frequency Plots 
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IF(iffl?.eq. 1)THEN; 
DOj l iobsl; 

CLEAR W0RK2; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
cREAD 'input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK2 FIELD-#2.1 ; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK2 FIELD-FIELD-LINE. 1-EZ ; 

ENDDO; 

dt = 5.0e-9; 
tfin =60.0e-9; 
inumfft = (tfin)/(dt); 
kplot = 0; 
j = i; 
i = 0; 

DOj 1 inumfft 1; 
kplot = kplot + 1; 
tfflO = 0.0; 
i = j - l ; 

ctfft'i' = tfft'j-l'; 
tfft'j' = tfft'i' + dt; 
FFT W0RK2 W0RK3 XLDVflT tfft'i' tfft'j'; 
CFFTWORK2WORK3; 
PAGE SET 'plotpage'; 
PLOT kplot TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT kplot NUMBER Y OFF; 
PLOT kplot AXIS X 0.0 30.0e9; 
LABEL kplot TITLE3 "FFT Spectmm of Ez in BWO"; 
tplotini = tfft'i'; 
tplotfin = tffl'j'; 
LABEL kplot TITLE4 " t = 'tplotini' to 'tplotfin'"; 

LABEL kplot TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL kplot YLABEL "FFT Amplitude [arbitrary]"; 
LABEL kplot XLABEL "f[Hz]"; 
DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL kplot; 
CURVE kplot CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE kplot X3 U3; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
IF (kplot .eq. 4) THEN; 

DRAW END; 
kplot = 0; 

ENDIF; 
ENDDO; 
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DRAW END; 
ENDIF: 

Power Plots 
CLOSE 'input_file'. ; 
OPEN 'input_file'.; 
READ •input_file'. GRID; 

DOi l iobsl ; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
READ •input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK2 FIELD-FIELD-LINE. 1-Ez; 

ENDDO; 

FFT WORK2 W0RK3 ; 
PAGE SET 'plotpage'; 
PLOT 1 TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT 1 NUMBER Y OFF; 
PLOT 1 AXIS X 0.0 30.0e9; 
LABEL 1 TITLE3 "FFT Spectmm of Ez in BWO"; 
LABEL 1 TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL 1 YLABEL "FFT Amplitude [arbitrary]"; 
LABEL 1 XLABEL "f [Hz]"; 
DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL 1; 
CURVE 1 CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE 1 X3 U3; 
c DRAW END; 

CLOSE 'input_file'.; 
OPEN •input_file'.; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

DOi 1 iobs 1; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 

READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE WORK2FLUX-#5.1; 
ENDDO; 

DEFINE dt= l.Oe-12; 
DEFESfE tavel = SQRT(20000)*dt/2.; 
AVERAGE W0RK2 W0RK3 tavel; 
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CLEAR WORKl; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 
PAGE SET 'plotpage'; 
PLOT 2 TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT 2 AXIS X 0.0 60.0e-9; 
PLOT 2 AXIS Y 0.0 -9.0e3; 
LABEL 2 TITLE3 "Current flowing into waveguide"; 
CURVE 2 CONNECT 1 0; 

LABEL 2 TITLE3 "Average current flowing into waveguide"; 
c LABEL 1 TITLE4 "Averaged over 'tavel'"; 
LABEL 2 TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL 2 XLABEL "t [s]"; 
LABEL 2 YLABEL "Average Current [A]"; 

c DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL 2; 
DRAW W0RK3 2; 

c DRAW END; 

CLOSE 'input_file'.; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

DOi l iobsl ; 
CLEAR WORKl; 
CLEAR W0RK2; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE WORKl P0YNTING-#4.1; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE WORK2FLUX-#5.1 ;! Current; 
c READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK3 FLUX-#6.1 ; ! Energy; 

ENDDO; 

dt=1.0e-12; 
tavel = SQRT(20000)*dt/2.; 
AVERAGE W0RK2 W0RK4 tavel; 

c FUNCTION inputpwr(I,t) = (-1.0)*I*(600.0e3)*(1.0-exp(-t/1.0e-9)); 
FUNCTION inputpwr(I,t) = (-1.0)*I*(475.0e3)*(step(1.0e-9,t)*t/1.0e-9 + step(t,1.0e-

9)); 
CALCULATE Zl = inputpwr(Y4,Xl); 

PLOT 3 TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT 3 AXIS X 0.0 60.0e-9; 
PLOT 3 AXIS Y -2.0E9 4.0E9; 
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LABEL 3 TITLE3 "Input and (Raw) Output Power"; 
LABEL 3 TITLE5 "Power measured by Poynting Vector"; 
LABEL 3 YLABEL "Power [W]"; 
LABEL 3 XLABEL "t [s]"; 
DRAW LABEL 3; 
CURVE 3 CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE 3 XI Yl; 
DRAW CURVE 3 XI zl;' 
C DRAW END; 

OPEN EXTERNAL io'input_file' io'input_file'.ext ASCII WRITE; 
WRITE io'input_file' COLUMNS "3el4.4" xl Yl zl; 
CLOSE io'input_file'.ext; 

CLEAR W0RK5; 
CLEAR WORK3; 

FFT WORKl W0RK5 ; 
FUNCTION frqmod(a) = a/2.; 
CALCULATE x3 = frqmod(x5); 
FUNCTION ampmod(a) = a/(tend); 
CALCULATE y3 = ampmod(U5); 
PLOT 4 TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT 4 AXIS X 0.0 30.0e9; 
LABEL 4 TITLE3 "Power Spectmm of Energy in BWO"; 
LABEL 4 TITLE5 ""; 
LABEL 4 YLABEL "Power [W]"; 
LABEL 4 XLABEL 'T[Hz]"; 
DRAW LABEL 4; 
CURVE 4 CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE 4 x3Y3; 

DRAW END; 
c OPEN EXTERNAL poy5d poy5d.ext ASCII WRITE; 
c WRITE poy5d COLUMNS "2el4.4" x3 Y3; 
c CLOSE poy5d.ext; 

I 
•> 

DOi 14 1; 
CLOSE 'input_file'.; 
OPEN 'input_file'. ; 
READ 'input_file'. GRID; 

CLEAR W0RK2; 
IF (i .eq. 1) THEN; 

CLEAR WORKl: 
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READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE WORKl ENERGY-#8.1 ; 
ELSEIF (i eq. 2) THEN; 

CLEAR W0RK2; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE WORK2ENERGY-#9.1 ; 

ELSEIF (i eq. 3) THEN; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK3 ENERGY-# 10.1 

ELSEIF (i eq. 4) THEN; 
CLEAR W0RK4; 
READ 'input_file'. OBSERVE W0RK4ENERGY-# 11.1 

ENDIF; 
PAGE SET 'plotpage'; 
PLOT i TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT i AXIS X 0.0 60.0e-9; 
IF (i eq. 1) THEN; 

LABEL i TITLE3 "E/M Field Energy"; 
ELSEIF (i eq. 2) THEN; 

LABEL i TITLE3 "Total Particle Energy"; 
ELSEIF (i eq. 3) THEN; 

LABEL i TITLE3 "Particle Kinetic Energy"; 
ELSEIF (i eq. 4) THEN; 

LABEL i TITLE3 "Total Energy in Simulation"; 
ENDIF; 
LABEL i TITLE4 " "; 
LABEL i TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL i YLABEL "Energy [J]"; 
LABEL i XLABEL "t [s]"; 
DRAW PAGE 'plotpage'; 
DRAW LABEL i; 
CURVE i CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE i X'i' Y'i'; 

ENDDO; 
DRAW END; 

DERIVATIVE XI Yl Zl; 
PAGE SET AUT02; 
PLOT 1 TYPE OBSERVE; 
PLOT 1 AXIS X 0.0 60.0e-9: 
LABEL 1 TITLE4 "Power"; 
LABEL 1 TITLE5 "from Derivative of E/M Field Energy"; 
LABEL 1 YLABEL "Power [J]"; 
LABEL 1 XLABEL "t [s]"; 
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DRAW PAGE AUT02; 
DRAW LABEL 1; 
CURVE 1 CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE 1 XI zl; 

c DRAW END; 

CLEAR W0RK2; 
CLEAR W0RK3; 
CLEAR W0RK4; 
FUNCTION equality(a) = a; 
CALCULATE x2 = equaUty(xl); 
CALCULATE Y2 = equality(Zl); 

FFT W0RK2 W0RK3 ; 
FUNCTION frqmod(a) = a/2.; 
CALCULATE x4 = frqmod(x3); 
c CALCULATE x4 = equaUty(x3); 
FUNCTION ampmod(a) = a/(tend); 
CALCULATE y4 = ampmod(U3); 
PAGE SET AUT02; 
PLOT 2 TYPE OBSERVE; 
C PLOT 1 NUMBER Y OFF; 
PLOT 2 AXIS X 0.0 30.0e9; 
LABEL 2 TITLE3 "Power Spectmm of Energy in BWO"; 
LABEL 2 TITLE5 " "; 
LABEL 2 YLABEL "Power [W]"; 
LABEL 2 XLABEL "f[Hz]"; 
c DRAW PAGE AUT02; 
DRAW LABEL 2; 
CURVE 2 CONNECT 1 0; 
DRAW CURVE 2 x4 y4; 

DRAW END; 

OPEN EXTERNAL pr'input_file' pr'input_file'.ext ASCH WRITE; 
WRITE pr'input_file' COLUMNS "2el4.4" x4 Y4; 
CLOSE pr'input_file'.ext; 
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